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Note on Irreducible Diagonally Dominant Matrices

and the Convergence of the AOR Iterative Method

By M. Madalena Martins*

Abstract. Considering the linear systems Ax = b, where the matrix A is irreducible and

diagonally dominant, we obtain bounds for the spectral radius of the L, „ matrix of the

AOR method and we achieve the convergence conditions given in [2] by a different method.

If A is strictly diagonally dominant, we get larger intervals for the parameter u of the SOR

method, and we improve the results of Theorems 5, 6 of [3] for the AOR method.

1. Introduction. The Accelerated Overrelaxation (AOR) Iterative Method for

linear systems was presented by Hadjidimos in [2], 1978.

In [3], 1980, we obtained bounds for the spectral radius of the AOR associated

matrix and we improved the convergence intervals, given by Hadjidimos, when the

matrix of the system is strictly diagonally dominant.

Here we consider irreducible, diagonally dominant matrices, and the results of

[3] are extended to these. We get larger convergence intervals for the Successive

Overrelaxation Iterative Method (SOR).

In [5] the convergence interval was only 0 < w < 1 ; here it is 0 < w <

2/(1 + max,(e, + f¡)). Our Theorem 6 improves the results of Theorems 4, 5 of [3].

Given the linear system Ax = b, we consider the following splitting of the matrix

A:

(1.1) A = I - E - F.
Here / is the identity (n, n) matrix, and E and F are, respectively, (n, n) strictly

lower and upper triangular matrices.

We remember that the AOR method of [2] can be written as follows:

xO+i) = (/ - r£)"'[(l - «)/ + (a - r)E + «F]xw

+ u(I - rE)~xb,       i = 0,1,2,...,

with the associated matrix Lr   given by

Lr>u = (/ - rE)'x[(l - to)/ +(w- r)E + «F].

The AOR method is the Jacobi extrapolated method if r = 0, and it is the SOR

extrapolated method if r ¥= 0 with the parameter u/r. See [3].

2. Irreducible, Diagonally Dominant Matrices.

2.1. Bounds for p(Lr a). We denote by p(Lr u) the spectral radius of the Lru

matrix.
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A is said to be irreducible and diagonally dominant if it is irreducible and

satisfies

n

(2.1) |a,,| > 2  Kl>       i= l,...,n,
7-1
Mi

with strict inequality for at least one i. Such matrices are nonsingular. See [4].

Lemma I. If A is irreducible, then the matrix

rfr-l) + a u-
X - 1 + to X - 1 + to

is also irreducible, provided |X| > 1, 0 < to < 2, and to > r > 0.

Proof. Under these conditions, the elements of P are different from zero for

|X| > 1, and P is irreducible.

Theorem 1. If A of (1.1) is irreducible and diagonally dominant, then p(Lr u)

satisfies

O-n |1 - w| - |w- r\e, - \a\fi ^    ,       . \a - r\e¡ + \a\f, + |1 - a\
(2.2) mm- -< P(L J < max-:-n-

i 1 + r\e¡\ r-°" i 1 - |r|e,-

if \r\ < l/e¡. Here e¡ and f are, respectively, the sum of the absolute values of the

elements of the it h row of E and F, respectively.

Proof. We give a short proof as we follow Theorem 1 of [3]. We see that the

eigenvalues of Lr u are the roots of det P = 0, with P given in Lemma 1.

With |X| > 1, we know that P is irreducible.

We can choose the parameters o) and r such that P be a diagonally dominant

matrix. With these conditions, the values of X such that |X| > 1 cannot be

eigenvalues of Lr u, because P is singular. Following [3] we obtain the results of the

theorem.

We note that w and r in Theorem 1 of [3] could take any value, and here

0<w<2, to > r > 0.

2.2. Convergence conditions for AOR method.

Theorem 2. If A o/(l.l) is irreducible and diagonally dominant with to > r > 0,

the AOR method is convergent if

2
0 < to <-.

1 + max(e, + f¡)

Proof. From (2.2), we see that p(Lr u) < 1 if we have

|to-r|g, + |<oU + |l-<o|

1 - |rh

with strict inequality for at least one /'.

Following [3], we see that the AOR method will be convergent.

Corollary 1. If A is irreducible and diagonally dominant, the AOR method is

convergent // 0 < to < 1 and 0 < r < 1.
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Proof. Here we have max((e, + f) = 1, so 0 < co < 1. As the AOR method is the

extrapolated Jacobi method for r = 0, we have, from the Extrapolation Theorem

given in [3], that p(L0J < 1 if 0 < to < 2/(1 + p(L0 ,)).

We note that we achieve the Hadjidimos results of [2], by a different method.

3. Strictly Diagonally Dominant Matrices.

Theorem 3. If A o/(l.l) is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix, the SOR method

converges if

2
0< to <--.-jr.

1 + max(e, +/.)
i

Proof. It is evident if we apply Theorem 2 of [3], with to = r. So, we achieve a

larger interval of convergence for the SOR method. It had been proved only for

0 < to < 1, [5].

Theorem 4. If A o/(l.l) is strictly diagonally dominant, then p(Lr  ) < 1 if

0 < r <-;-    and   0 < to <
1 +max («,+/,) 1 + p(Lr<r) '

Proof. This comes from the Extrapolation Theorem of [3] and from Theorem 3

above.

This result improves the intervals given in [3, Theorem 5].

Theorem 5. The AOR method is convergent, p(Lr u) < 1, //

(i) 0 < r <-—    and   0 < to <
l+max(e,. + f) M + p(LrJ '

with 2r/(l + p(LrJ) > 2/(1 + max,. (et + /,));

2r 2
(ii) 0 < r < to    and    -;-r < a <-;-—

l + P(Lrr) 1+max (*,.+/.)
i

or

0 < r <-    and   0 < to <
1 +max(e,. +/,) l+p(Lrr)'

i

with 2r/(l + p(Lr,r)) < 2/(1 + max,(e, + /,)).

Proof. These results are obtained from Theorem 4 and Theorems 2, 6 of [3].

Here the intervals for the parameters w and r are larger than the corresponding

intervals of Theorem 6 of [3].
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